
Method Selection Table 
Method Definition 

Brainstorming ~a process with individuals or groups designed to generate as many ideas 
or solutions to open-ended problems as possible, without the restrictions 
of criticism or evaluation 

Computer 
Assisted 
Instruction 

~computer based resources to reinforce classroom learning or provide 
alternate learning environment 

Concept  
Attainment 

~A process of generating a definition of a concept by discriminating 
between critical and non-critical attributes of a concept 

Concept  
Formation 

~A process of naming, grouping and labeling categories in order to refine a 
concept, summarize and form generalizations 

Cooperative 
Learning 

~a process of using small heterogeneous teams designed to develop 
interaction and interdependence while working toward a group goal 

Demonstration ~a teacher activity which shows or displays concepts, processes or 
principles 

Discussion ~an active process involving an exchange of ideas amongst students or 
between teacher and students, and concluding with a summary, conclusion 
or consensus 

Drill and Practice ~a repetitive method for reinforcing mental or motor skills 

Field Trip ~educational activities or experiences which achieve curriculum objectives 
outside the classroom 

Inquiry ~a method in which problems are investigated and students arrive at a 
conclusion or generalization, through the use of student questions or data 
gathering, developing and testing hypotheses 

Learning Activity  
Packets 

~supplemental materials for self-paced learning or independent practice 

Learning Centers ~specific areas in which students work independently or with others in a 
number of self-paced activities, independent of the teacher 

Panel 
Discussions 

~small group discussion before a total group directed by a moderator 

Peer  
Tutoring 

~a process of having one student assist another in an instructional activity 
or performance of a task 

Role Play ~involves participants and observers in acting out a lifelike situation to 
assist in problem solving of intellectual, personal, interpersonal or social 
dilemmas 

Simulation ~a representation of reality or problem solving which may include the use 
of models, role playing, computers or games 

Synectics ~a process that uses metaphors and analogy to enhance creative thinking 
and problem solving and to expand perspectives on issues and problems 

Talking Circles ~a process that allows participants to share feelings, opinions, and ideas 
rather than decide what is right or wrong 

 


